Across
3. The number of presidents that used the Air Force One, tail number 27000
5. Includes the presidential limousine and chase vehicles
6. Was the first president to use the term “Air Force One”
9. Department from which the motorcycle and police vehicle come
10. Last president to use Air Force One, tail number 27000
12. President Reagan visited 26 of these
13. Second to last president to use Air Force One, tail number 27000
14. Concrete structure dividing East and West Berlin

Down
1. Artist who created “The History of the Flying White House” mural
2. President Truman’s nickname for the presidential aircraft he used
4. The first aircraft built and used for the president
7. Flies the president to Air Force One and Camp David
8. First President to use the Air Force One, tail number 27000
10. The type of jet Air Force One is
11. Painting depicting all the planes used as Air Force One